KOAMTAC Announces the KDC350F, an IP65 Rated
Wi-Fi Bluetooth Barcode Scanner and NFC Reader
KOAMTAC® expands the IP65 rated KDC®350 series and announces the release
of the new, KDC350F (Wi-Fi model). The KDC350F is designed for users who
require long range, cost efficient, wireless barcode scanning solutions in a wide
variety of applications, including warehouse management, factory automation,
retail and healthcare.
July 21, 2015, Princeton, NJ - KOAMTAC®, Inc. today announced the release of
the KDC®350F, an IP65 rated Wi-Fi Bluetooth barcode scanner and Near Field
Communication (NFC) reader. Encompassing the same superior quality of the
KDC350 series, it is one of the most unique and rugged products KOAMTAC
has to offer.
The KDC350F enables the user to connect to a private local area network (LAN)
and transmit data in real time. The combination of Wi-Fi capability and real time
data collection make it ideal for various applications, including warehouse
management, factory automation, retail and healthcare. With a Wi-Fi
connection, users are no longer restricted to a specific location, enabling them
to transmit data seamlessly and directly to the server without requiring a host
device.
“Customers will no longer have to use a heavy industrial scanner or industrial
PDT for simple data entry or retrieval work in factory, warehouse, store floor and
hospital environments. The KDC350F will provide true mobility to workers at an
affordable price range,” stated Dr. Hanjin Lee, President and CEO of KOAMTAC,
Inc.
The KDC350F is available in 1D laser and 2D imager models, with additional
NFC options. Also available is a 1-slot and 4-slot cradle solution that
conveniently charges multiple KDC350 scanners simultaneously, built for any
environment.
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About KOAMTAC, Inc.
KOAMTAC, Inc. headquarters is based in Princeton, New Jersey and produces a signature line
of lightweight, ergonomically friendly Bluetooth barcode scanners. KOAMTAC is also dedicated
to environmental conservation, while maintaining the quality expectations of its consumers. With
its unique patented design, all KOAMTAC products reduce the carbon footprint for the industry
and provide consumers with a durable and enhanced solution.
All products are universally compatible across current technology platforms, and offer seamless
use with iPhone®/iPod touch®/iPad®, Android®, Blackberry®, Mac® and Windows®-based devices.
The KDC20, KDC30, KDC100, KDC200, KDC250, KDC300 and KDC350 are the world’s smallest
and lightest programmable barcode data and card readers with a display on the market today.
The KDC400 series consists of patent-protected modular accessories for single-handed utility.
The KDC500 is an EMV/MSR/Barcode/NFC Mobile POS Companion.
For additional information or to place an order, visit koamtac.com.	
  
Credit Notice:
KDC®, KoamTac®, KOAMTAC®, SMARTSLED®, KoamTacON® and KTSync® are trademarks of
KOAMTAC, Inc. All other product and company names used herein are trademarks™ or
registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation
with or endorsement by the respective trademark holders.
Android® is a registered trademark or trademark of Google, Inc., in the U.S. and/or other
countries;
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark or trademark of Bluetooth SIG, in the U.S. and/or other
countries;
Windows® is a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation, in the U.S. and/or
other countries;
Blackberry® is a registered trademark or trademark of Research In Motion (RIM), Inc., in the U.S.,
Canada and/or other countries;
iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch and Mac are registered trademarks or trademarks of Apple®, Inc., in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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